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CONSTRUCTING NEW W O R L D S

Pedagogical Migrations:
Constructing New Worlds
Through Medi
ROBERT HERMANSON and JULIO BERMUDEZ
University of Utah

Media-supported worldwide interdependence and transient cultural
waves are essential forces activating the globalization phenomenon
sweeping the planet. These newly emerging conditions have consequences not only within architectural practice, but the academy as
well. Schools that have always engaged themselves in international
dialogue, are now increasingly immersed in the rapidly developing
media arena and global information networks.
This paper proposes a theoretical and pedagogical framework that
engages this situation using the metaphor of migration. Migration is
about purposely moving from one world into another and thus a
suitable model for learning and moving into the new global community. Such pedagogy of migration was applied in two courses taught
in the context of an ongoing international program between American and Argentinean schools of architecture. Both classes, offered in
Argentina and the US, used media and the cultural condition of
liminality as the framework to study (I) the migration from analog
to digital civilizations and (2) the relationship between film and
architecture. Internationally accepted film and architectural design
methods, principles and tools in addition to the increasingly shared
global culture were used as the communication and ideological
plateau to encourage cultural diversity and at the same time to
critically establish commonality.

INTRODUCTION
A globalization process of unprecedented scale and kind in human
history is rapidly sweeping across Earth. Whether in Berlin, Phoenix, Jakarta, Rio de Janeiro, or Cairo this transformation is touching
and transforming every aspect of our lives. National borders are not
what they used to be in the middle of 20th century. Media and
economy mercilessly trespass all physical and virtual frontiers
between nations, cultures and people. Efforts to stop this phenomenon are futile as numerous examples in the past ten years have
demonstrated. (Tiananmen Square, the fall of communism, etc.)'
There are two characteristics of this globalization process worth
mentioning. First, globalization demands and depends on inrerdependence.-The economic and political forces diving the process
necessitate business and social stability and dependability. Recent
wide stock market fluctuations across the globeare good kxamples
of interdependence (the stock market crashes of 1997 Hong Kong
and 1995 Mexico). Second, globalization manifests itself through
transienr culrural waves created to fuel and guarantee the consumption cycles of the consumer driven marketplace. These two characteristics of globalization are totally dependent on the power of media
to (I) support the immediate and continuous communication flows
necessary to run the unfathomably complex political-economic
networks and (2) create enough cultural homogeneity to assure
product consumption regardless of place. Telecommunication tech-

nology is the one ultimate source and force behind contemporary
global civilization. Media is the new vehicle of power.
This phenomenon is directly impacting today's architectural
practice and education. Foreign markets are not only the fastest
growing business forlarge and medium architecture firms in the U.S.
but also the major sources of work for large offices. Similarly,
American architecture schools are increasing their foreign study and
cultural awareness programs and moving them into the core of the
curriculum. All this is happening in synergistic conjunction with
what could be arguably described as the deepest changing force
striking the architectural discipline in the past five decades.* The
digital technological mutation underway is forcing us to reconsider
our paradigms of education and practice.
We might wish to disagree with the rising "new world order,"
which undoubtedly, many cultures might choose to do also. Nevertheless the new power structure is here to stay! Observing what is
going on in the fast developing economies of Asia and South
America (but also in the more mature economies of the US and
Europe) suggests that the students of the new millennium are going
to be faced with enormous challenges.

A PEDAGOGY OF MIGRATION
How do we in academia wish to address these challenges? Do we
ignore it ... or do we attempt to establish a means by which our
students can begin to face the situation? What are the concrete and
ethical ramifications of failing to do this'? Clearly, we need to
provide our students with opportunities for acquiring the tools and
mindset to engage the new global arena. There is a pedagogical and
ethical need to assist our students in the global "struggle" for
survival, familiarizing them in the political, professional and cultural dimensions of the rising new civilization and its technologies.
We have to help them become comfortable in navigating the dialectic turmoil between two apparently colliding cultures: one that is
oriented to "material," local, and traditional values (the established
status quo) and the other that is geared toward media, the global, and
novelty (the avant garde of the new millennium).
We have developed a pedagogy of migration to address these
concerns. The migration metaphor becomes very useful in conceptualizing the cultural and media shifts underlying globalization. As
we participate in a mass migration from a national to a global culture,
from a material to a media civilization, we are also moving to a new
world. Consequently, we are immigrants caught in the act of crossing borders.
A pedagogy of migration is about providing routes and directions
in reaching new shores by constructing bridges. As in ordinary
bridges, a pedagogy of migration first develops the areas closest to
the landing and only then does it proceed to move inland. Very much
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like the European colonization of America, migration unfolds from
edges to centers. T o migrate thus implies not only a willingness to
initally be nowhere ( i t . , in the no-man's land between shores) but
also to be in the cultural periphery afterwards. T o resolve this
~tncornfortablecultural and psychological condition,' the pedagogy
of migration demands the c o ~ ~ s t r ~ of
d osetrl~me~zrs
r~
and inroads
within the new land. Construction engages the migrant beyond
relatively passive traveling (i.e.,guided), into the active actuality of
nznking and occupying. Con.~trucriorzstops rnigrntion by anchoring
the migrant in making a commitment. . . in other words, by making
them rlivrll. In the act of construction, the immigrant participates
with others in the very plight ofthe new world andinthat sharing act
moves from the periphery to a center. A pedagogy of migration is
therefore one of guided travel and committed construction. . .
The migration metaphor proves to be a good ally in helping guide
students (the future profession) as well as ourselves in the cultural
transplancation. Six parallels between Icarning and migration facilitate the understanding and implementation of this pedagogy:
I. Crrusality: a catalyst for change is required to precipitate the
migration. immigrants leave behind their homeland due to intolerable living conditions (political or religious repression; economic hardship, etc.). An optimistic ideology is often associated
with such a radical move. Likewise, learning demands a recognition that existing knowledge (homeland) is not enough to secure
the future (the new world).
2. Re-coritext~~aliia~io~z:
migration means a re-placing of the old
world by a new world without replacing the actual individual. In
other words, the constant is the immigrant and the variable is the
context. Of course, immigrants must undergo change themselves
if they are to adapt and dwell in the new culture. So by changing
contexts they seek and guarantee their own change. Teaching is
the intentional act of creating artificial contexts to facilitate the
transformation of students.
3. Critique: migration is a critical act, a commentary on the world
left behind and is ultimately manifested through the construction
of a new world, the actuality of making. Higher education always
involves meta-cognitive abilities such as critical thinking and
reflective doing.
4. I~lll~ler~ze~zr/itio~~:
migration unfolds through a series of progressiveinteractions with a new land. This process may besaidto have
4 stages: exploration (free probing aimed at understanding the
unknown territory), colonization (preparation of the territory for
inhabitation), occupancy (settlement of the new territory), and
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dwelli~/g(the territory has become familiar). This involves a
tremendous personal mutation that goes from being alien to
becoming native in the new world.
Here Jean Piaget's notions of c~ssi~nilcrtion
rrnd occo~~n~iotlcrtio~z
can be incorporated to describe what are perhaps the most politically charged concepts of 'colonintion' and ' o c c ~ p a n c y 'Every
.~
time we encounter a novel situation (i.e.,a new world), there is an
automatic cognitive attempt at framing the event as something
known (i.e., assimilation) accompanied with a parallel act o f
rcframing due to the resistance of reality to conform with our
projection (i.e., accommodation). Adaptation is the hybrid outcome of the competing lorces of assimila(ion and accomrnodation. Of course, we can find assimilative forces describing historical colonization and occupation processes in which the arriving
culture (often but not necessarily always European) in~poscdits
cultural will upon another. And yet, we can also show that even in
the most aggressive situations, the imposcd culture had to be
transformed to accommodate to the existing conditions of the
culture and place being c01onizt.d.~
Further support to our analogical correlation between the stages of
migration and those of learning can be found in John Dewey's
discovery and hands-on driven learning theory (often referred to
as "experimentalism")," the progressive education movement,'
and contemporary constructivist theories of k n o ~ l c d g ectc.
,~
5. Residurils: even though migration implies entering a new domain.
residual elements of the original culture remain. Despite all,
immigrants must ultimately refer to what they know and thus end
up re-constructing, albeit critically, aspects of their previous
culture within their new world. Migration cannot avoid importation, memory, the past.. . Learning is a process of construction in
which previous cognitive, motor and affective laycrs arc: built
upon, thus undergoing transbrmation but nonetheless retaining
their fundamental assumptions. This resiliency of early models or
paradigms eventually comes to an end but it takes time and
incontrovertible evidence.'
6. Co~nrnwzity: migration success depends on immigrants' ability
forcollaboration and the maximization of their particular strengths
as individuals. The larger the pool of diverse expertise and the
higher the social cohesion in the migrant group the larger their
likelihood for survival. Similarly, successful learning environments engage students in a partnership that encourages individual
differentiation and freedom while strengthening community
growth. Strong pedagogies advocate interpretive differences,

Fig. I . Students fromone culture (Argentina)anchorthemselveswithin another(the US.). A series ofdoors (universal metaphors)and theircontents,are utilized
in both the picture novcl and the spatial n a ~ ~ a ~toi vdefine
e
their psychological (virtual)and physical (analog/real)states. They also rely on residual memory,
cinernaticgenres,temporality, and architectural tectonics forancho~ingtheirown ideologies withinanotherculture. Students: Karina Arroni, SantiagoLcjtman
& Alfredo Nogueras

Fig. 2. Media Migratory I~nplementation(top to bottom). Analog sketch model is made and later video-taped. One image is selected, digitally captured and
manipulated toattain u"lirst design intcl-pretation'.Manual sketchirrgdistillingmain architecturalqualitiesfollows. A linal "synthcsisin1agc"convining:lnalog
and digital media allows students to dwell in a tectonic hybrid. Students: Rodolfo Castello & Andrea De Monte (Arqs.) (Design Studio in Argentina)
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shared communal projects, and high levels of communication to
mediate the two. Constructing a new world is essentially a social
act illuminated and enhanced by individuality. Finally, the social
interactions demanded by migration often transcend a particular
group or class of individuals. "New" Worlds (whether Africa,
America, or lately media) are always places where different kinds
of people and cultures come together that must learn to coexist in
reasonable peace. Likewise, the learning environment ought to
encourage social conviviality.
The migration metaphor is very useful in describing the exploration, colonization and occupation of the new territories created by
contemporary media technologies. There are natural parallels between the phenomenon of cultural and media migrations. Migration
means to transfer values, customs, etc. from one culture to another.
But that transfer necessitates a whole new set of rules, ways to
accommodate the old world into the new world. There is an obvious
analogy between that and drawing from reality inlo media that again
necessitates adaptation - new ways of adjusting to, fitting within
the framework of a particular medium. Given that media is the major
broker of globalization and its concrete political, economic and
social forces, we utilize the migration from reality to virtuality (ix.,
media worlds) as our context within which cultural issues are
examined. Learning how to migrate to new media environments is
a survival skill in the rising global civilization.

APPLICATION TO STUDIOS
Wedeveloped and applied this pedagogy of migration in two courses
taught in the context of an ongoing international program of academic exchange between American and Argentinean schools of
architecture. Both classes, acligitully-Dased&sig~zsrirclio cindcifilrn
offered in Argentina and the US thus providing a good
s t ~ d i owere
,
opportunity for looking at how cultural commonalty and difference
impacted pedagogy and subject matter. In the US, the studios were
attended by a few exchange Argentinean students within the context
of the American culture. This situation was reversed in Argentina
when the studios were taught by one American professor within the
context of the Argentinean culture.
Not surprising, implementing the pedagogy of migration in our
two studios created several commonalties between the classes.
These commonalties served as a common language that transcended
not only the geographic differences but cultural and linguistic
barriers as well.
Thc,first of these commonalities defines ~nediacis the new world
where the students are migrating to, propelled by the forces of
globctlization. Whereas one studio immerses itself in the medium of
film to explore the cultural aspects of globalization, the other studio
uses the interaction between digital and analog media. Within film
the notion of the original transformed through technology (mechanical reproduction) suggests questioning the role of the "aura" of the
real and the limitations yet power of the mediatized. This of course
is an extension of Walter Benjamin's inquiries, in particular his
essay "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction."'o
Within the design studio, a similar inquiry takes place. The focus is
in how to negotiate the change-resisting yet unrepresentable rich
qualities of the analog (i.e., the "aura" of the real) and the highly
plastic yet sensory poor qualities of the digital. The studios use the
lens of media (the camera, the computer) as vehicles to address,
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study, and advance contemporary cultural and architectural discourses. In both classes, the migration efforts are channeled through
an emphasis on the poetics of reprc~serltatiorland not media tcchnicalities.
is to establish a tl~t~oretical
Jb~rt~rltrtio~~.
A second co~izr~~onctlig
The languagecommonality allowed by widely (i.e., internationally)
accepted film and architectural design methods, principles and tools
in addition to the increasingly shared global culture create the
comn~unicationand ideological plateau to encourage cultural diversity and at the same time to critically establish commonality. This is
a necessary logistic and philosophical decision. The classes have
people (faculty and students) and contexts with vcry different
cultures, languages and agendas (Argentina and the United States).
This demands some mechanism that guarantees social interaction
and cohesion while at the same time permits the free expression of
diversity. The fact that the classes require interdisciplinary dialogues (e.g., between film and architecture) also add to this pressure
for common grounds. The theoretical foundation thus works as a
pedagogical "constitution" that ensures a necessary common ground
for social coexistence while granting freedom of choice.
Paradoxically, this very representation foundation that serves as
a cross-cultural territory also makes i t impossible to reach ultimate
consensus. The appropriation, manipulation and communication of
cultural phenomena that film and digital media allow also separates
us from the immediacy of things and encourages infinite interpretations thus preventing us from ever reaching agreement (e.g., grasping and communicating the "aura"). Ultimately we are thus confronted with representation as an interpretive lens striving for a kind
of authenticity, or, by contrast, a kind of veil that while allowing for
reflection, also might obscure reality."
Occupancy of any culture by a migrating body necessitates the
making of new environments if only, in the case of geographical
migrations, for survival. Similarly, the rapidly emerging virtual
worlds that media technologies are creating (e.g., digital space, the
internet) require cultural constructions thal permit the economic,
social and professional "survival" of the global citizen. The rl~ircl
commonality, therefore, is based on tectonics - the actuctl making
of cin arti&act,whether within the corporeal, real world, as architecture traditionally has done, or the virtual one that resides within both
the computer and film. In either case, the purpose of the pcdagogy
is to establish an initial intentional migration from reality to virtuality that then returns to reality transformed by the experiences. In this
context. making is the ultimate expression of a pedagogy of migration because it requires the student's strongest commitment: they
have to engage the new world not just with their intellect but more
importantly with thcir bodies. Making demands becoming "personal" with that which oneconstructs. I t isjust impossible to remain
apathetic when one's full body is engaged in the tectonics of making.
This brings us toagree with ~ r a m p t d nthat acommitted act of making
allows for a deer, understanding of cultural meanings.12
The design studio approaches making as the result of continuous
migrations between two realms: the analog and the digital. The
ultimate trust during media migrations is placed (literally) in the
making, in what the immigrant ultimately makes. Precedents (c.g.,
direct assemblages of images, typologies, programs, etc.) are thus
replaced by sources based on a "doing-driven" process -a phenomenological methodology that heavily uses the "Dn Virzci" device as
a tool for free interpretation. The architectural idea. therefore, is

-

R g 3 The authentlclty of an orrg~nalIS explored through Walter Benjamln's notlon of the 'aura" What appears to be a poetically powe~lul,ntuahzed event
of the t h q rtself) Ttudents Jesse Hulsc & AIkdo Noguerds
(cosmolog~cal)IS reduced to that ot a consuniablc art~tact(a cornmod~ficat~on
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Fig. 4. The projects "Dancer Folding Space" ( I ) , "AuI-alCyborg" (2) and
"Mcdia-Tattooed Arm" (3 and 4) investigate hybrid conditions resulting
from seeking to establish an emotional and conceprual bridge between
rnaterial and rucdia worlds through the human body. Students: Tae Chun ( I ) .
JeffF111-num,Tom Thorurn Sr Steve Wunderlich ( 2 ) . Santiago Lejtruan, Eric
Tuorny & Erin Youngberg (3 and 4).
seized in the act of creative making, or better said, in plujing. The
a m a ~ i n gpower oS playing in the learning process has been known in
education for quite a long time." In our pedagogy of migration
playing is theessential force to start the effort. Playing always begins
as a free exploration of the new territory's conditions. It then
progresses to more commitment by elaborating rules that increasingly assure the reality of the game. thus rnovmg to occupancy.
In the film studio the act of making acquires several attributes.
These involve utilizing the "reality" of place and creating an action
- a narrative that follows either traditional constructs of time and
space, or else spatial narratives14 that suspend these traditions.
Furthermore they are based on the notion of"genren-thecinematic
equivalent of typology in architecture. What gives the iterations
particular power, however, involves the students' abilities to transcend and question these genres and traditional/spatial narratives
through the creation of hybrids. This is brought about again through
the act or pltryirrg. Based on the particular topics being discussed
(i.e.. gcnre, narrativity. ideologies. etc.) students begin by simply
filming the real world around them. These cir~c;rr~u
vrritd I' experiments later lead to transformational (virtual) iterations, particularly
as they pertain to the spatial narrative explorations. The suspension
of time/space referents suggest a contr-ast between the rcal, phenomenological vs. the more abstract stream of consciousness attributes
of making.
Anchoring is thelbrtr-rh co~llrllo~~idify
between the two studios. Not
surprising, here appears again the essential human reference and
dependence on the body. It is the corporeal immersion that demands
foreign studcnts/facutly to culturally adapt to their new migratory
condition while providing a remarkable grounding effect. It permits
individuals to counterbalance not only the instability of their new
occupancy (e.g., Argentineans in the US) but also. and now related

to the courses. the transiencies of film and the virtual world of the
computer. The resulting works suggest subtle overlays of one set of
cultural values upon another, coupled with their experimentations
with "real" environments being re-presented \is-ti-vis film (the
"virtual" environment) as well as within the ;~nalog/digitalmedia
dialogue (a hybrid environment).
The simple fact of having to fully, bodily immerse in a foreign
culture to start the rnigrat~onprocess also demonstrates the lirnitations of contemporary tele-communication technologies. This is
particularly relevant because the students and instructors involved in
the international exchange are quite conversant with thosc technologies. It appears that actual presence remains the ultimate way to
occupy a new land by permitting a direct and personal relationship
to the surroundings. Both studios makc a point in bringing these
realizations into the foreground at the time of learning (i.e., rnigrating to) the new media. Such discussions and analogies clearly help
everyoneinvolved in the migration process, he i t to an ;rctu:rl country
(as in the case of the American faculty in Argentina) or to a new
virtual world (as in the case of all thc students).
In short, it is apparent in both studios that sturlents can freely and
openly deal with the cult~~ral
transiency of globalization and the
fluidity of the media but only by ar~chorirlgthemsolves to the reality
of their own bodies through social interaction antl the notion of
place. Our pedagogy of migration in media studies thus goes full
circle: students migrate from materiality antl the body to the new
world of media and disembodiment only to re-tur.rr to the body.lh
The j1fr11 cotr~rnonali~
between the two studios is tlrr use of
criticism. Migration, as argued, is inevitably a cl-itical act - a
critique. From an architectural perspective, critical architecture is a
kind of mediation between architecture as an instrument of culture
and architecture as autonomous form." In other words i t resists
operations of adominant culture, but it is also not reducible to purely
formal structures disengaged from place and time. In this context,
the studios use media to reflect and reconsider ( I ) the existing
cultural and professional implications of globalization (the message.
content) and ( 2 ) the nature and power of representation itself (the
medium). So, for example, when students are asked to a create a film
they are really asked to reflect on what they are doing as subject
matter and as media artifact. Their migration turns into a critique.
Likewise in moving between digital and analog media students are
expected to appropriately use each media as it meets the necessities
oftheoccasion. The medium isr~orjustthe ~ncssage.'~The
mediacord
the message are to be critically considered by the emigrants to the
new global world.
More precisely, the design studio questions conditions of"authority" by asking the students to migrate between media without
carrying unnecessary baggage. This means to rejcct historical pressures on the basis that new ways of ideation are required to support
our cultural migration to the new media civilization. Students are to
use instead criticism to review and select their spontaneous acts of
making. Critical awareness also extends to the selection and thus the
movement to the appropriate media (analog or digital) for responding to the situation at hand.'" In the film studio, criticism is approached as a series of acts aimed at mediating between the new and
old worlds. Students are asked to engage in a dual occupancy of
territories that necessitate "bridging." This bridging involves more
a "liminal" state of betweenness than a moving back and forth
between the two conditions (as in the design studio). This "gray"
state (neither black nor white) relates to being between shores during
the migratory journey and is very successful at developing critical
observation.
A concluding sixth corizmonali~yemerges from the notion of the
resihral. Emigrants leave behind a world, but also bring with them
certain residual attributes of the old cultures. From such previous
cultural arrangements, including those involving architectural
typologies (the house is one obvious example) entirely new cultural
constructs are developed. This might also be said of technologies as
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they move from one generation to another. Indeed, migration occurs
at several levels. Previous technologies, for example, have had
residuals that were decmed necessary in order to cal-ry culture into
new, unknown territories.?"
Within the film studio it becomes apparent that residual elements
appear - notably, at first in the more literal, "realistic" depictions
of things observed. These reinforce Kracauer's "realist" notion of
film." On the other hand, some of the students also experiment with
very abstract aspects of an idea based on "feedback" tnechanisms part ofa new technological landscape, overlaid, in part, with residues
of collage from modernist ideologies. What becomes obvious in the
final works, however, is the overlay of cultural residual elements
(e.g., memory, language - bodily, primarily, and points of view)
that both distinguish but also bond the two cultural groups ( Argentina and U.S. ) together.
In the design studio these appearances are perhaps less visible.
The digital world suggests a kind of leveling attribute: an homogenizing thrust- much likeearliertechnologies (i.e., the automobile,
the telephone, television, and now the computer). The studio's
emphasis on establishing intense migrations between the analog and
the digital often result in true hybrids that are quite difficult to relate
back to their "genetic" parents. (See work in Argentina).
The work of the studios also shows that contemporary migration
residuals come out of the dilemmas intrinsic to today's globalization forces. Students have to negotiate between two polarities: (1)
the ~ t r ~ i v e r s n l i z a t i oattributes
n
of globalization with its transient,
hybridization and homogenization drives, and (2) the p a r t i c u l a r
r ~ o t i o n s o f p l a c earzdcu1~u1.e trying to affirm presence, individuality
and heterogeneity. The results necessarily bear memory of the
struggle. Residuals are acknowledgments of the broad cultural
challengebeforeus. In this regard weare reminded of Paul Ricoeur's
commentary: 22
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tation in new worlds that co-inhabit the real and the virtual. This in
turnalsoraisesanentirely new set ofquestions regarding residualness.
What resides and what continues'?

CONCLUSIONS
Developing a pedagogy of migration requires a rellective practice of
education.?' Instructors must be critical yet fully engaged actor-s in
the difficult but rewarding job of guiding the migrating students into
the new world of tomorrow. T o d o this, teachers must be experienced
immigrants themselves. They must have traveled and cxplored thc
new world and returned to find and lead committed emigrants to the
colonization and occupation of that new world. T o succeed, given
thecomplexity and novelty ofthe new territory, the teacher must turn
the emigrants into self-conscious, independent agents as soon as
possible. This requires to dcvelop r.<flrctil,e pt-crc~itiotrer:r that can
adapt and thrivc in a global world continuously shaken by unprecedented migratory waves.
A pedagogy of migration places the students in a space of
betweenness -be i t between the real and the virtual world as in thc
case of the film studio, between the material and digital civilizations
as in the case of the design studio, or any other kind of lirninal
condition. Hence we are brought back to Heidegger's bridge. The
bridge by its very presence acknowledges s r p n r r r t i o t ~ sof the geographical as well as technological embankments. It also, howcver,
acknowledges the connecliorls that engage both shores. A pedagogy
of migration is not just a one way educational crossing. For the
stability of the established link -the bridge, allows and encourages
interactions between homeland and the new country - a dynamic
and continuous dialectic movement, a r e l n t i o t ~ s h i p. . . Thia rrlatiorzshipis aboutboundary, threshold and habitation. As Norbcrg-Schul~
notes: 25
In a building the threshold separates and simultaneously unites
an outside and an inside, that is, what is alien and what is
habitual. It is a gathering middle where an outlook on the world
is opened up and set back on earth.

... it is a fact: every culture cannot sustain and absorb the shock
of modern civilization. There is the paradox: how to become
modern and to return to sources; how to revive an old, dormant
c~vilizationand take part in universal civilization ...
Thus what begins with generically based premises and theories,
and is transformed through critical making emerges vis-a-vis
rcsidualness in a new set of occupancies. These occupancies involve
not only geography, culture and interdisciplinary studies, but habi-

Perhaps the occupancy of these new worlds, the realm of thresholds and bridges - the pedagogy of migration, still requires our
ability to sustain a kind of middle ground- the liminal territory that
prevents us from moving exclusively into either terrain.

NOTES

'

Fig.5: New University International Center. Respondingto real (on campus)
and vi~tual(off-campus,on-line) communities demands totally new institutional and architectural paradigms. The proposal critiques existing tectonic,
compositional, contextual and technological rnodels through a hybrid condition. Students: Jeff Farnuin, Tom Thorum & Stcve Wunderlich.
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